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=============== New Features/Changes ===============
• Added a new Grid Edit window for editing selected animal fields in a spreadsheet-like
window. Select the animals you want to edit in the Animal list window, then click the
Modify button menu and choose Grid Edit.... You can then select the fields you are
interested in editing, afterwhich you will see a grid where you can double-click and tab
around to make changes. Date cells act just like other date fields in Fusion and listtype fields act just like similar objects in Fusion to make it easy to quickly make
changes. Right-clicking a cell offers options for copying the cell contents to any
number of rows above or below, making it very quick to make changes when many of
the animals need to be changed to the same value.
=================== Bug Fixes ===================
• When using Advanced Find with a number type field and the Equals operator, the
search would fail. This is fixed.
• The Animal list Bulk Update window allowed you to change the current and home pen
of an animal, but there was no way to blank these pens out for non-current animals.
There is now an option to do this.
• Auto updating the license key was supposed to start working in the last version, but
there was a bug that prevented this. This should now be fixed.
• When double-clicking a chuteside job from within the Entity Chooser windows,
Fusion would always say a job was not complete yet, even though it was. This is fixed.
• The Pen List feed withdrawal field was not working correctly. This is fixed.
• In certain circumstances, after calibrating with an LCIB, Fusion would confuse KGs
with Lbs until after Fusion had been relaunched. This is fixed.
• When importing a file in the Animal List, if a column was in the date format YYYYMM-DD, Fusion did not correctly recognize dates. This is fixed.
• When the first in cohort for a lot was created, the count in the Lot Center window did
not update for the lot. In fact, it wouldn't update until at least one day had passed and
another in cohort had been entered. This fixed. Also, when one in cohort was created
for a lot, and then the cohort was deleted, the lot acted like it was closed and would
not accept any more in cohorts. This is also fixed.
• If the date range for a customer invoice included a time when a lot of animals had
already been shipped, the Calculated Cost of Gain and Calculated Break Even fields in
the Inventory Summary area could be incorrect. This is fixed.
• Using the Edit button in the Lot Center window did not work. This is fixed.

• In some very specific cases, after entering an owner in the Lot Center window,
double-clicking a specific lot to edit it would result in the lot being locked. This is
fixed.

